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Look younger in just 3 days

After ten years of research, the technology now
exists to help you look younger in just 3 days.
Our unique super scrub works to brighten your
skin, leaving it distinctively smoother to the touch,
whilst a natural hair growth inhibitor helps to slow
down your beard regrowth, allowing you to enjoy a
more youthful appearance.
Relieve your skin of its tired look in just a few
minutes per day with the Jason Shankey Expert
range. It does all the hard work leaving you free to
make the most of your day.

For more information click here: jasonshankey.com/expert

Exfoliating Face & Scalp Scrub

Energising Hair & Body Wash

The super scrub formula removes tired
and dead skin, revealing amazingly
smooth and energised skin beneath.
Designed specifically for men’s skin
using ground olive stones and pumpkin
extracts as the active ingredients.

This stimulating cleansing gel containing
African pepper, cleans your hair and skin
with an energising effect. Its professional
formula will leave your hair and skin
thoroughly cleansed, conditioned and
revived.

Skin Soothing Moisture Balm

Warming Muscle Rub

Contains our natural, cocoa based hair
growth inhibitor to help slow beard
regrowth. Its matt formulation also
eliminates surface shine and absorbs
excess oil from your skin throughout
the day.

Moisturises dry and flaky skin and
provides a perfect base for massaging
sore muscles. Warms your skin by up
to one degree helping to maximise the
effectiveness of massage. Ideal for your
gym bag.

Smoothing Shave Cream

Styling Paste

The super smooth moisturising formula
of our shave cream leaves your skin in
tip top condition. It contains our cocoa
based hair growth inhibitor which helps
to eliminate the redness and irritation
associated with shaving.

Our Styling Paste is simple to use with
a wide variety of both cool and classic
styles; and it also washes out easily. It
absorbs excess oil from your scalp during
the day and its china clay formula helps
hair to appear thicker. Apply to dry hair.

